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Compliance Systems and IBT Apps Announce Joint Solution 

Grand Rapids, MI – June 3, 2021 – IBT Apps, a leading-edge provider of adaptable core banking 

software, has partnered with Compliance Systems to offer community banks a scalable deposit solution 

within their i2Suite® platform that maximizes profitability, helps attracts new balances, and supports 

customer retention. 

The joint solution leverages the highly configurable document solution from Compliance Systems with 

the premier i2Suite® platform from IBT Apps to support digital banking, integrated customer relationship 

management, and powerful compliance content control while increasing productivity and reducing 

operating costs. 

“At IBT Apps, our products are built with a variety of tools and resources to ensure all of our 

applications are developed to meet the banking and financial services industry compliance standards,” 

says Mark Dittman, CEO of IBT Apps. This includes working with technology partners who share the 

same passion in equipping community bankers with solutions that propel them forward in the industry 

and help them maintain compliance. “We are thrilled to partner with Compliance Systems to deliver a 

powerful offering that safeguards banks from risk when fulfilling deposit and IRA transactions,” says 

Dittman.  

“IBT Apps sees itself as a partner with their financial institution clients and we view ourselves the same 

way,” said Chris Appie, President of Compliance Systems. “We take our product development cue from 

our clients to align our compliance technology with their business objectives. And we know that IBT 

Apps shares this approach. It gives us confidence that our combined solution has the depth and 

flexibility to adapt to evolving demands and keep our clients competitive.”  

About Compliance Systems 

Compliance Systems is a best-in-class provider of dynamic financial transaction technology based in 

Grand Rapids, MI. With more than 27 years of experience with financial transaction data analysis and 

documentation, Compliance Systems currently supports content configuration and compliance risk 

management at more than 1,500 U.S. banks and credit unions. Compliance Systems, in concert with 

an extensive Lending, Deposit, and Core FinTech partner network, equips financial institutions to 

mitigate the inherent business risk associated with perfecting commercial and consumer loans and 

documenting deposit transactions. Compliance Systems minimizes transaction risk and reduces 

resource expenditures so that institutions can focus on business development. For more information, 

please visit www.compliancesystems.com. 

  

http://www.compliancesystems.com/
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About IBT Apps 

IBT Apps is an empowering core partner to community banks nationwide, offering end-to-end core and 

digital banking solutions that meet the demands of today’s banking customers. Their adaptable 

i2Suite® banking system is equipped with a comprehensive suite of products that streamlines 

operations, controls cost, and mitigates risk. Learn what it feels like to transform your bank using 

one total solution, while promoting revenue growth and improving your customer’s experience.  Contact 

us at www.go.ibtapps.com/connect-with-us .  

http://www.go.ibtapps.com/connect-with-us

